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Guidance for writing 
a mobile device policy 
Including mobile phones, cameras, tablets and similar devices
Introduction and scope
Mobile devices bring a range of benefits to education. However, as with any technology, there are associated risks to mitigate. Mobile devices must only be used in ways that protect children, adults and the device users themselves, while the mobile device is used in any way linked to the [school].
	This policy does not apply to [pupils/students]. This mobile device policy applies to all other individuals in the school community while they are using mobile devices within the [school] or elsewhere while the individual’s activity is directly linked to the [school]. As examples, these individuals will include staff, volunteers, parents and carers, governors and committee members, students, visitors, contractors and community users. This list is not exhaustive.
These individuals are referred to as users throughout this policy.
	Safe and acceptable use and management of mobile devices is therefore set out for all users in this policy. Any and all use of mobile devices is restricted to the terms set out in this policy and its appendices. Appendix one sets out the types of mobile devices that can be used, where they can be used, when they can be used, by whom they can be used and the purposes for which they can be used. 
	Use includes all use (including any personal use) of [school]-owned devices at all times. 
	Use also includes all use of mobile devices not owned by the [school] on [school] premises or while the user is taking part on [school] activities anywhere.

	The range of mobile devices has extended in recent years. The functionality of mobile devices has also extended and now, often, overlaps between different types of device. 

As examples, mobile phones can record still and moving images; digital cameras can have internet access; and Wi-Fi-enabled tablets can communicate across the internet to mobile phones using apps like Skype. 
For the purposes of this policy, mobile device includes mobile phones, digital cameras, tablets, media recorders, smart watches and all similar devices. In particular, the policy includes all devices that can record or process images, videos or sound files. It includes devices that can and cannot communicate with other devices using all technologies such as the mobile telephone network, 
Wi-Fi, wired connections, Bluetooth or similar.
The use of all mobile devices is covered by this policy – regardless of the ownership of the mobile device.
	This policy does not cover events at the school such as celebration assemblies and sports days.  We have separate policies and guidance to cover such events.

	The NSPCC has issued guidance on photographing and recording children during events and activities.
The ICO has issued guidance on school photography.

Not following this policy can lead to sanctions – which potentially include gross misconduct (for staff) and criminal prosecution for any user where appropriate.  Sanctions are set out in more detail below.
	This policy forms part of the [school] staff handbook and part of the [school] governor’s code of conduct.
	Those signing the school visitors’ book will be made aware of the mobile device policy and confirm that they will follow it.
Purpose
The aim of the mobile device policy is to protect children and young people from harm, by ensuring the appropriate management and use of mobile devices by all users at the [school].
	This policy: 
	sets out how mobiles devices can and cannot be used, safeguarding [pupils/students] and all other users; 

sets out the procedures that will be followed where it is considered that users have inappropriately or unlawfully used mobile devices; 
fits within a wider safeguarding policy framework; and 
	encourages the safe, beneficial and positive use of mobile devices.
Policy overview
It is becoming increasingly difficult to detect when mobile devices are present or being used. The use of all mobile devices needs to be effectively managed to ensure the potential for misuse is to be minimised.
It is to be recognised that some functions of some mobile devices give greater cause for concern, particularly recording (and storing) images, video or audio recordings and using broadcast streams.
The misuse of mobile devices can lead to significant safeguarding issues and negative impacts on an individual’s safety, dignity, privacy and right to confidentiality. Such concerns are not exclusive to [pupils/students] so the needs or vulnerabilities of all must be protected.
Site (buildings and grounds) categorisations
All areas of the [school] site have been divided into three categories
	Mobile devices can be used in some areas without further authorisation, subject to acceptable use as set out below;

Mobile devices can be in some areas subject to certain conditions and, again, subject to acceptable use as set out below; and
Mobile devices cannot be taken into (or, by implication, used) in some areas at any time under any circumstances. 
All mobile device use that does not take place following these categories is a breach of this policy.
Appendix one lists the categorisation of the [school] building and grounds and elaborates on how this is implemented for the [school].
	The school will put appropriate signs to mark key areas. (See appendix two.)
	The school will have a brief guidance sheet to explain the policy for users. (see appendix three)

School trips, visits and residential visits
The school will risk-assess the use of mobile devices for each trip or visit.  Since the circumstances will vary, the arrangements for the use of mobile devices must be agreed beforehand and followed throughout the trip.  Arrangements will follow the spirit of this policy, adapted for circumstances.
Images, videos and audio recording and broadcast streaming
No images, video or audio recordings or broadcast streams that include [pupils/students] are to be made on any mobile devices without prior written agreement (by email, for example, to provide an audit trail) of the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead. Such authorised use is to be monitored and recorded. All mobile device use is to be open to scrutiny and the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead can withdraw or restrict authorisation for use at any time if necessary.
For absolute clarity, this policy assumes that, ordinarily, only [school]-owned devices will be used to make any images, video or audio recordings or streams that include [pupils/students].  However, there may be exceptional circumstance where it may be necessary or desirable to use other mobile devices – on a [school] trip, for example.  In these circumstances, the user must agree this beforehand (by text or email, as examples) with either the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead.
 [School]-owned mobile devices
The [school] owns mobile devices for curriculum and business use. In particular, mobile devices can be:
	Used to record curriculum activity;
	an effective communication tool enabling [school] social media updates, texts, email messages and phone calls to be made and received from a variety of locations;

an essential part of the emergency toolkit which is to be taken on short trips and outings; and/or
a back-up facility should landline telephony facilities be unavailable – or where contact needs to be made outside of normal office hours.
	Effective security procedures are to be put in place to safeguard against any potential misuse of school-owned mobile devices. Only authorised individuals should have access to the devices, which should be password protected and stored securely when not in use. 

All use is to be recorded and monitored by the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead.
Material held on the [school] mobile device should only ever be downloaded to a [school] system – never to another device or system. 
There should be no personal use of [school]-owned mobile devices other than in agreed circumstances. Personal contact will be permitted to be made via the [school]-owned mobile device in the event of an emergency. 
All [school]-owned mobile devices must be clearly labelled and included in the [school] inventory.
	Staff must follow [school] guidelines on using school mobile devices off site. See appendix four.
Other mobile devices (any not owned by the [school])
All individuals who bring mobile devices into the [school] must ensure that they hold no inappropriate or illegal content.
	Users should not use their own mobile phones to contact [pupils/students] by phone or by personal message in any way.
Users should not use their own mobile phones to contact parents/carers in any way that reveals the mobile device’s phone number. If it is considered unavoidable in order to contact parents/carers, for any reason, it must be with the explicit consent of either the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead.
Users must only use [school] approved accounts/systems (such as school email accounts) to contact [pupils/students] or parents/carers. Users can use other mobile devices to access [school] approved accounts/systems.
Acceptable use of all mobile devices
All use of mobile devices must be appropriate for a [school] environment. 
	All other [school] acceptable use policies also apply to all uses of mobile devices. 
	Any use of mobile devices must not be allowed to intrude or cause unnecessary disruption or distraction.
	All personal use of mobile devices is restricted to lunch, breaks and other non-contact time and when [pupils/students] are not in the immediate vicinity, unless there is explicit written authorisation by the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead. Such exceptional authorised use is to be monitored and recorded. 
Publicising this policy
All service users, including parents, carers, visitors and contractors must be made aware of this policy and its implications for them. 
	The school will ensure there are adequate display notices for users.
Challenging mobile device use and reporting concerns
Like with other safeguarding issues, users are expected to challenge any use of mobile devices that they suspect may breach this policy or causes them concern. Where users do not feel able to do this, they must report their concerns to [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead as soon as reasonably possible, delayed only by the need to maintain [pupil/student] safety. 
Storage of mobile devices
All [school]-owned mobile devices are to be stored securely.
	The [school] will ensure that there are adequate secure storage arrangements for mobile devices not owned by the school if the [school] asks for any reason that any mobile device is required to be surrendered by the user.
Using mobile devices for emergency contact (e.g. for carers)
We recognise that mobile devices can provide important direct contact to others, which may be helpful difficult times for users. Such use must be agreed beforehand with the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead and subject to management, monitoring and review.
Exceptions on medical grounds
On rare occasions, particular users may need to have exceptional access to mobile devices on medical grounds. All exceptional use will need to be agreed and documented between the user and the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead.
Sanctions
All users are required to follow this policy and appropriate sanctions will be applied if this policy is breached. 
Staff should note that any breaches of this policy may lead to disciplinary action. Serious breaches of this policy will be treated as gross misconduct which can lead to summary dismissal. The [headteacher/manager] will take advice when considering disciplinary action.
Governors should note that any breaches of this policy will be considered within the governors’ code of conduct.
	Where there is a serious breach of this policy, action may be taken in respect of others (not staff and governors) which may result in the termination of any arrangements with the [school], including being banned from entering school premises.
	We will refer breaches of this policy to the police where we believe the law may have been broken.
Authorisation and review 
Approval

Date 

Review date
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Appendix one – Site (buildings and grounds) categorisations 
[Example only – to be agreed by school]
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Red category areas
Mobile devices cannot be taken into (or, by implication, used in) these areas at any time under any circumstances by any user. Any areas which have not explicitly categorised (as green or amber) must also be assumed to be red.
Amber category areas
Mobile devices can be used in these areas subject to listed conditions and subject to acceptable use.
No images, video or audio recordings or broadcast streams are to be made on any mobile devices without prior explicit written authorisation by the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead. (§12)
All personal use of mobile devices is restricted to lunch, breaks and other non-contact time and when [pupils/students] are not in the immediate vicinity, unless there is explicit written authorisation by the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead. Such exceptional authorised use is to be monitored and recorded. (§32)
Green category areas 
Mobile devices can be used in these areas without authorisation, subject to acceptable use.
No images, video or audio recordings or broadcast streams are to be made on any mobile devices without prior explicit written authorisation by the [headteacher/manager] or designated safeguarding lead. (§12)
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Appendix two – sample school templates  
Signage 
[Examples only – to be agreed by school]
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Appendix three – A4 user guidance
[Examples only – to be agreed by school]
Using mobile devices at [school] or on [school] business anywhere
We have a mobile device policy, to protect children, adults and the device users themselves. 
The policy covers all mobile devices including mobile phones, digital cameras, tablets, media recorders, smart watches and all similar devices. It includes those owned by the [school] and those owned by others.
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The policy covers all users except [pupils/students]: including staff, volunteers, parents and carers, governors and committee members, students, visitors, contractors and community users.
	You must only use any mobile device as set out in the policy.
	You must not take any mobile devices into any area where the no mobile devices sign is displayed.

	Staff and governors can make personal use of mobile devices in many areas following certain conditions.  All personal use of mobile devices is restricted to lunch, breaks and other non-contact time and when [pupils/students] are not in the immediate vicinity.
	Other users can also use mobile devices in these areas if they are given permission by a member of staff.

	You can use mobile devices in some areas of the school at any time.  These areas have signs stating that mobile devices can be used.
	Any use of mobile devices must be appropriate for a [school] environment. 

All other [school] acceptable use policies also apply to all use of mobile devices. 
Any use of mobile devices must not be allowed to intrude or cause unnecessary disruption or distraction.
	You must not take any images, video or audio recordings or streams that include [pupils/students] with arranging permission beforehand.
Those taking part on school trips, visits and residential visits will be given specific information for that event.

	You must clarify any doubts or concerns before you use any mobile device.  Advice is available from the [school] office.
A full copy of the mobile devices policy is kept in the [school] office if you would like to see it.

Appendix four – guidelines on using school mobile devices off site
[Example only – to be developed and agreed by school]
[School] mobile devices are covered by [school] insurance when used off site.
We expect you to take reasonable care when you use [school] mobile devices off site – at home, for example. We also expect you to take reasonable care of [school] mobile devices while you are transporting them. If you don’t look after it, any claim for loss or damage will not be covered by the [school]’s insurance arrangements.
However, you must also remember that you must take particular care with any [school] mobile device that holds data – information about the [school], its staff or pupils. Staff should only store data on school mobile devices that the school has agreed are suitable for storing data. All portable/mobile devices that will likely be used off-site and used for the storage of information should be encrypted.
When travelling with a school mobile device
All mobile devices should be stored out of sight when travelling by car, ideally in the boot. 
You must not leave mobile devices unattended in vehicles unless it is unavoidable and, then, only for a short time – when filling up with fuel, for example.
Do not leave mobile devices unattended in public places at any time.
We advise you to use a suitable carrying case that does not make it obvious that it contains a mobile device.
	[School] mobile devices left unattended in hotel rooms are particularly vulnerable to theft. You must use a hotel safe where one is available. 
School mobile devices at home
You should not allow others to use [school] mobile devices.
At home, mobile devices should be placed where they cannot be seen from outside: certainly away from windows and out of sight of casual visitors.
You should hide school mobile devices to make it more difficult for any burglar to find. Ideally, you should use a locked cabinet or drawer.
	You must not leave school mobile devices in a vehicle overnight as this will make them particularly vulnerable to theft.
If a mobile device gets stolen
You must report the theft of any [school] mobile device immediately to the police and [school]. The school will then process any insurance claims and take all necessary actions following any data loss.


More information about this draft policy 
This section should be removed at adoption.
If you have any questions or concerns about this policy while it is being adopted, please contact
Version control
Version
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